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(54) Computer program for installing software

(57) A computer program for installing software on a
processing device (20), the software being for sending a
function performing instruction to a function performing
device (40, 50) via a network (15) is provided. The com-
puter program is provided with instructions for ordering
a computer (22) mounted on the processing device (20)
to acquire a first IP address assigned to the function per-
forming device (40, 50) (S14), acquire a unique network
device name provided to the function performing device

(40, 50) by using the first IP address (S22), attempt to
acquire a second IP address by using the network device
name (S30), determine whether the second IP address
which is identical to the first IP address has been acquired
(S34), and install the software in which the network de-
vice name is set as a destination of the function perform-
ing instruction (S36) in a case where it is determined that
the second IP address which is identical to the first IP
address has been acquired (YES in S34).
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Description

[0001] The present specification discloses a computer
program for installing software on a processing device.
The software is for sending a function performing instruc-
tion to a function performing device via network.
[0002] In order to send a function performing instruc-
tion to a function performing device (e.g. printer, scanner,
etc.), software for sending a function performing instruc-
tion is installed on the processing device. Upon installa-
tion of the software, a destination of the function perform-
ing instruction is set in the software. For example, in Jap-
anese Patent Application Publication No. 2000-330742,
an IP address of the function performing device is set as
the destination of the function performing instruction.
[0003] The IP address set in the function performing
device may be assigned automatically using a DHCP
(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) server. In this
type of IP address assigning technique, the IP address
of the function performing device may change each time
the function performing device is started up. In a case
where the IP address of the function performing device
changes, the function performing instruction is not sent
to the intended function performing device even though
the processing device sends the function performing in-
struction having as its destination the IP address set dur-
ing installation. The present specification teaches a tech-
nique for preventing the processing device from becom-
ing unable to send the function performing instruction to
the function performing device.
[0004] One technique taught by the present specifica-
tion is a computer program for installing software on a
processing device. The software is for sending a function
performing instruction to a function performing device via
a network. The computer program includes instructions
(1) to (5) below for ordering a computer mounted on the
processing device.

(1) Acquire a first IP address assigned to the function
performing device.
(2) Acquire a unique network device name provided
to the function performing device by using the first
IP address.
(3) Attempt to acquire a second IP address by using
the network device name. For example, in attempt-
ing, the computer may send the network device
name to a DNS (Domain Name System) server. The
DNS server stores an association of IP address and
network device name of each device within the net-
work in a registration record. In this case, the DNS
server searches for the IP address corresponding to
the network device name in the registration record
in the server. The DNS server sends the IP address
which was hit during the search to the processing
device. The present process is not restricted to a
method utilizing a DNS server, but can alternately
be performed using another method (e.g. a method
utilizing a WINS (Windows Internet Name Service)

server).
(4) Determine whether the second IP address iden-
tical to the first IP address has been acquired.
(5) Install the software in which the network device
name is set as a destination of the function perform-
ing instruction in a case where it is determined that
the second IP address identical to the first IP address
has been acquired.

[0005] In this computer program, the computer per-
forms an IP address acquisition attempting process be-
fore performing an installation process. That is, before
installing software, it is verified whether name resolution
has been performed correctly. In this computer program,
the computer installs software with the network device
name, for which the name resolution has been performed
correctly, as the destination of the function performing
instruction. In a case where the processing device sends
the function performing instruction utilizing the software
installed by the above method, the name resolution of
the network device name set in the destination is per-
formed by the DNS server, etc. The function performing
instruction is sent utilizing the IP address acquired by the
name resolution. The processing device can thereby
have the network device name as the destination of the
function performing instruction. The processing device
can send the function performing instruction to the func-
tion performing device even if the IP address of the func-
tion performing device changes.
[0006] For example, DHCP servers include servers
having the function of automatically registering, in the
DNS server, the network device name and the IP address
assigned to the function performing device. For example,
a user may manually assign a different IP address to the
function performing device after the IP address and the
network device name have been registered in the DNS
server. In this case, the information registered in the DNS
server is not updated. Consequently, the IP address reg-
istered in the DNS server and the IP address actually
assigned to the function performing device differ. In this
state, if the computer installs software having the network
device name as the destination of the function performing
instruction, the IP address acquired by name resolution
and the IP address actually assigned to the function per-
forming device differ when the processing device sends
the function performing instruction. The processing de-
vice can no longer send the function performing instruc-
tion to the function performing device. In this computer
program, software is installed after verifying that the
name resolution of the network device name has been
correctly performed. Consequently, upon sending the
function performing instruction, the instruction can be
sent to the function performing device without the name
resolution failing.
[0007] The computer program may further include in-
structions for ordering the computer to prohibit the instal-
lation of the software in which the network device name
is set as the destination of the function performing in-
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struction in a case where it is determined that the second
IP address which is identical to the first IP address has
not been acquired.
[0008] This configuration can prevent installation of the
software in which the network device name is set as the
destination of the function performing instruction when
the name resolution has not been performed correctly.
In this case, the computer program may cause a com-
puter to perform a display process for displaying the fail-
ure of the IP address acquisition attempting process in
a display device of the processing device. A user can
thereby take measures to perform name resolution cor-
rectly. For example, the user can make the computer
perform the processes (1) to (5) again. Alternatively, the
user can verify the DNS server, etc. utilized in the name
resolution.
[0009] The computer program further may include in-
structions for ordering the computer to: identify a third IP
address not used on the network in a case where it is
determined that the second IP address identical to the
first IP address has not been not acquired; output a par-
ticular instruction for assigning the function performing
device with the third IP address; and install the software
in which the third IP address is set as the destination of
the function performing instruction. Here, the term "out-
put" may include sending an instruction to the function
performing device so as to set the IP address identified
in the IP address identifying process, displaying or print-
ing a message enhancing to set the IP address in the
function performing device, etc. In the software installed
using this computer program, the third IP address is set
as the destination of the function performing instruction.
Consequently, the processing device can send the func-
tion performing instruction correctly using the third IP ad-
dress without performing name resolution.
[0010] Identification of the third IP address may include
identifying an IP address, determining whether the iden-
tified IP address is being used on the network, and iden-
tifying another IP address in a case where it is determined
that the identified IP address is being used on the net-
work. In a case where it is determined that the identified
IP address is not being used on the network, the output
process may output the identified IP address as the third
IP address.
[0011] The particular instruction may be an instruction
for assigning the function performing device with the third
IP address as a fixed IP address of the function perform-
ing device. The function performing device which re-
ceived the output instruction assigns the fixed IP address
to itself. Consequently, the user need not expressly as-
sign the function performing device with an IP address.
[0012] The installation of the software in which the third
IP address is set as the destination of the function per-
forming instruction may be performed after the third IP
address has been assigned to the function performing
device. Alternatively, an output process of the identified
IP address as the third IP address may be performed
after installation of the software. In the former case, in-

stallation is performed after the IP address has been as-
signed to the function performing device. Consequently,
the function performing instruction in which the destina-
tion of the IP address is set using the installed software
is not sent before the IP address output in the output
process is assigned to the function performing device.
Consequently, it is possible to prevent the function per-
forming instruction having been sent using the installed
software from failing to reach the function performing de-
vice.
[0013] The technique taught by the present specifica-
tion can be represented in various aspects. For example,
the technique can be represented as a processing device
configured to install software for sending a function per-
forming instruction on a function performing device via a
network.
[0014] Fig. 1 is a schematic block view of a configura-
tion of a network system.
[0015] Fig. 2 is a schematic block view of a configura-
tion of a PC.
[0016] Fig. 3 shows a device information table.
[0017] Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing the process se-
quence performed by a controlling unit.
[0018] Fig. 5 is a continuation of the flowchart of Fig. 4.

(Configuration of network system 10)

[0019] An embodiment will be explained with reference
to the figures. As shown in Fig. 1, the network system 10
comprises a PC 20, function performing devices, e.g., a
printer 40 and a multi-function device 50, and a router 4.
The PC 20 is connected to the printer 40 and the multi-
function device 50 via a LAN (Local Area Network) 60.
In the present embodiment, only the printer 40 and the
multi-function device 50 are mentioned as the example
of the function performing device. However, the function
performing device is not restricted to these examples.
For example, the function performing device can be a
scanner, fax, telephone, etc. There is no particular re-
striction on the number of function performing devices
comprised by the network system 10. Three or more func-
tion performing devices may be present, or only one func-
tion performing device may be present. The PC 20 can
be connected to the Internet 2 via the router 4. If the
Internet 2 is assumed as being at an upstream side, a
local network 15 is configured by the router 4, and the
PC 20, the printer 40, and the multi-function device 50,
which exist at a downstream side with respect to the rout-
er 4.

(Configuration of PC 20)

[0020] As shown in Fig. 2, the PC 20 comprises a con-
trolling unit 22, a displaying unit 24, an operating unit 26,
a network interface 28 (abbreviated as "network I/F" be-
low and in FIG. 2), and a storing unit 30. The units of the
PC 20 are connected by a bus 32. The displaying unit 24
can display various kinds of information. For example,
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the displaying unit 24 comprises a liquid crystal display.
The operating unit 26 comprises a keyboard and a mouse
operated by a user. The user can input information and
instructions into the PC 20 by operating the operating
unit 26. The controlling unit 22 performs various proc-
esses in accordance with programs stored in advance in
the storing unit 30, and exercises general control over
the operation of the PC 20. The process performed by
the controlling unit 22 in accordance with the programs
stored in the storing unit 30 will be explained later. The
programs for the controlling unit 22 are stored in the stor-
ing unit 30. A device information table 70 is stored in the
storing unit 30 (cf. Fig.3). The device information table
70 can store an association of an IP address 72 of the
function performing device, a network device name 74,
type information 76, and a location 78. The controlling
unit 22 can store information acquired from the function
performing device in the device information table 70. The
processes that the controlling unit 22 records in the de-
vice information table 70 are explained later. The PC 20
is connected to the printer 40, the multi-function device
50 via the LAN 60 connected to the network I/F 28.

(Function of the router 4)

[0021] As shown in Fig. 1, the router 4 is connected to
the PC 20, the printer 40, and the multi-function device
50 via the LAN 60. The router 4 comprises a DHCP server
function, assigning an IP address to each device con-
nected to the router 4. Further, the router 4 comprises a
DNS server function, searching for the IP address of each
device corresponding to the network device name sent
from the PC 20, etc., and sending the searched IP ad-
dress to the source of the network device name (i.e., the
sender thereof).

(Function of the function performing device 40, 50)

[0022] In a case where the printer 40 and the multi-
function device 50 respectively receives a print perform-
ing instruction and data for printing from the PC 20 via
the LAN 60, the printer 40 and multi-function device 50
respectively prints the image represented by the received
data on a print medium. In a case where the multi-function
device 50 receives a scan performing instruction from
the PC 20 via the LAN 60, the multi-function device 50
scans a scanning object set on a scanning unit (not
shown).

(Processes performed by the controlling unit 22 of the 
PC 20)

[0023] In order for the PC 20 to send a print instruction
or a scan instruction to the printer 40 or the multi-function
device 50 by the user’s operation on the operating unit
26 of the PC 20, software must be installed on the PC
20 for sending the instruction. For installing this software,
the user operates the operating unit 26 to download de-

sired software from the Internet 2 onto the PC 20. The
controlling unit 22 stores the downloaded software in the
storing unit 30. The user operates the operating unit 26
to execute an installer that accompanies the software.
Alternatively, if the PC 20 can read record media such
as a CD-ROM, etc., the user may have the PC 20 read
the record medium recording the software and installa-
tion. The controlling unit 22 then may perform the process
to install the software.
[0024] Figs. 4, 5 are flowcharts showing the process
sequence performed by the controlling unit 22 in a case
where the user operates the operating unit 26 to perform
an installation (installation by downloading from the In-
ternet 2 or installation by reading from the record medi-
um). In below, software targeted for installation is termed
"object software". The controlling unit 22 searches for the
function performing device corresponding to the object
software (S12) on the network 15. Specifically, the con-
trolling unit 22 sends a packet including type information
corresponding to the object software to the function per-
forming device using broadcast or multicast utilizing an
SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol). If a func-
tion performing device finds that the type information in-
cluded in the packet from the PC 20 matches device in-
formation assigned to the function performing device, the
function performing device sends the IP address with
which it has been assigned to the PC 20 as a response
to the packet. The controlling unit 22 monitors for a re-
sponse from the function performing device being re-
ceived (S14). If the response is not received from the
function performing device (NO in S14), the controlling
unit 22 displays an indication in the displaying unit 24
that a function performing device corresponding to the
object software is absent on the network 15 (S16), and
the controlling unit 22 ends the process (see Fig. 4).
[0025] If the response is received from the function per-
forming device (YES in S14), the controlling unit 22 stores
the IP address 72 including the response in the device
information table 70 of the storing unit 30 (S 18). In the
present embodiment, an exemplary case is assumed in
which a response is returned from both the printer 40 and
multi-function device 50. The controlling unit 22 estab-
lishes a communication session respectively with the
printer 40 and the multi-function device 50 using the IP
address acquired in S14 (S20). Specifically, the control-
ling unit 22 sends a first packet including the acquired IP
addresses to the printer 40. The printer 40 which has
received the first packet sends a second packet to the
PC 20 as the response to the first packet. If communica-
tion of at least the first and second packets is performed
between the PC 20 and the printer 40, a communication
session is established between the PC 20 and the printer
40. Likewise, if communication of at least the first and
second packets is performed between the PC 20 and the
multi-funciton device 50, a communication session is es-
tablished between the PC 20 and the the multi-function
device 50. Next, the controlling unit 22 acquires device
information including a network device name, type infor-
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mation, a location, etc. from each of the printer 40 and
the multi-function device 50 utilizing an SNMP GET com-
mand (S22). Note that the network device name and the
location have been set by the user in advance.. The con-
trolling unit 22 stores the device information acquired
from the printer 40 and the multi-function device 50 in
association with the respective IP addresses 72 in the
device information table 70 (S24). The controlling unit 22
displays the device information table 70 in the displaying
unit 24 (S26). By operating the operating unit 26, the user
can select, from among the function performing devices
stored in the device information table 70 (in the present
embodiment, the printer 40 and the multi-function device
50), the function performing device which should be the
destination of the function performing instruction (print
instruction, scan instruction, etc.) that will be sent using
the object software. The controlling unit 22 waits until the
user selects the printer 40 or the multi-function device 50
(S28).
[0026] If the printer 40 or multi-function device 50 has
been selected (YES in S28), the controlling unit 22 per-
forms name resolution using the network device name
of the selected function performing device (S30). The
present embodiment exemplary assumes that the printer
40 has been selected in S28, and the controlling unit 22
performs name resolution using "PRINTER" as the net-
work device name of the printer 40 in S30. Specifically,
the controlling unit 22 sends the network device name
"PRINTER" to the router 4. The router 4 searches for the
IP address corresponding to the received network device
name "PRINTER" in the network 15. If an IP address was
hit during this search, the router 4 sends the IP address
to the PC 20. If an IP address was not hit, the router 4
sends to the PC 20 information indicating that no IP ad-
dress has been found.
[0027] The controlling unit 22 monitors for an IP ad-
dress being received from the router 4 (S32). If the an-
swer is YES in S32, the controlling unit 22 proceeds to
S34 of Fig. 5. If the answer is NO in S32, the controlling
unit 22 proceeds to S38 of Fig. 5. In S34, it is determined
whether the IP address acquired in S32 is identical to the
IP address associated with the network device name 74
"PRINTER" in the device information table 70. If the an-
swer is NO in S34, the controlling unit 22 proceeds to
S38. If the answer is YES in S34, the object software is
installed with the network device name 74 "PRINTER"
as the destination of the function performing instruction
(S36), and the process ends.
[0028] In S38, the controlling unit 22 identifies one IP
address based on the IP address and the Subnet mask
set to the PC 20. The method of identifying the IP address,
that is, an IP address identifying process performed by
the controlling unit 22 is explained below. The controlling
unit 22 sets the lowest 8 bits of the IP address to "254",
and the other portions of the IP address to the same bits
as the IP address of the PC 20. For example, in the event
of the Subnet mask of the PC 20 masking a portion other
than the lowest 8 bits ("255.255.255.0") and the IP ad-

dress of the PC 20 being "192.168.111.1", the controlling
unit 22 sets the IP address to "192.168.111.254". Alter-
natively, e.g., in the event of the Subnet mask of the PC
20 being "255.255.0.0", the controlling unit 22 can set
the lowest 16 bits of the IP address to be "255.254", and
the other portion of the IP address be the same as the
IP address of the PC 20.
[0029] The controlling unit 22 verifies whether the IP
address identified in S38 is not being used elsewhere
(S40). Specifically, the controlling unit 22 sends a PING
(Packet Internet Groper) command utilizing ICMP (Inter-
net Control Message Protocol) with the identified IP ad-
dress as a destination. In a case where the controlling
unit receives a response to the PING command, the con-
trolling unit 22 determines that the IP address is already
being used elsewhere. If the answer is YES in S40, the
controlling unit 22 returns to S38, and newly identifies
one other IP address. For example, if YES is determined
in S40 for an IP address having the lowest 8 bits "254",
the lowest 8 bits may be identified in descending order
until NO is determined in S40. That is, the controlling unit
22 may identify the IP address of the lowest 8 bits as
"253".
[0030] If the answer is NO in S40, the controlling unit
22 sends an IP address set command including the IP
address identified in S38 and the Subnet mask identical
to the PC 20 to the printer 40 utilizing an SNMP SET
command (S42). The controlling unit 22 sends the IP
address set command with the IP address stored in the
device information table 70 as the destination. The printer
40 thereby sets the IP address and the Subnet mask
received from the PC 20 as its own IP address and Subnet
mask. After the printer 40 sets the IP address and Subnet
mask, the printer 40 sends a signal to the PC 20 showing
that setting has ended. The controlling unit 22 then in-
stalls the object software with the IP address sent in S42
as the destination of the function performing instruction
(S44), and the process ends. The controlling unit 22 per-
forms S44 after receiving the signal from the printer 40
that setting of the IP address has ended. That is, the
object software is installed on the PC 20 after the IP ad-
dress has been set by the printer 40.
[0031] The controlling unit 22 of the PC 20 performs
name resolution utilizing the network device name before
installing the object software (S30-S34 of Figs. 4, 5). The
PC 20 installs the object software with the network device
name as the destination of the print command only if an
IP address recorded in the device information table 70
could be acquired using name resolution. The PC 20
does not install the object software with a network device
name, which failed name resolution, as a destination of
the print command. As a result, in a case where the PC
20 sends a print command with the network device name
of the printer 40 set as the destination, failure of the name
resolution can thereby be prevented. In a case where the
object software is installed in the process S36 of Fig. 5,
the PC 20 can acquire the IP address of the printer 40
by performing name resolution utilizing the network de-
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vice name "PRINTER" (by contacting the router 4 having
the DNS server function), and can send function perform-
ing instructions to the printer 40 with that IP address as
the destination. Since the network device name is set as
the destination of function performing instructions, the
PC 20 can send function performing instructions to the
printer 40 even if the IP address of the printer 40 has
changed.
[0032] If the IP address recorded in the device infor-
mation table 70 could not be acquired using name reso-
lution (if the answer is NO in S32 of Fig. 4 or S34 of Fig.
5), the controlling unit 22 identifies the IP address of the
printer 40 and installs the object software with this iden-
tified IP address as the destination of the print command.
Consequently, the PC 20 can send a print command to
the printer 40 without performing any name resolution.
In the above embodiment, the identified IP address is set
in the printer 40 by the SNMP SET command. In this
case, the IP address of the printer 40 is fixed. That is,
the IP address of the printer 40 does not change as a
result of the actions of the DHCP server (of the router 4).
[0033] Further, in a case where the controlling unit 22
identifies the IP address of the printer 40, the lowest 8
bits of the IP address are first determined as "254". If the
IP address in which the lowest 8 bits are "254" is in use
elsewhere, the lowest 8 bits are identified in descending
order "253", "252", ...until an IP address not being used
elsewhere is found. In general, in a case where IP ad-
dresses are automatically assigned by the DHCP server,
etc., the lowest 8 bits are often comparatively small. Con-
sequently, it is likely that an IP address in which the lowest
8 bits are small is being used elsewhere. By identifying
the IP address in descending order from the lowest 8 bits
being "254", an IP address not being used elsewhere
can be found in a comparatively short time.

(Variant Embodiment)

[0034] In the above embodiment, the controlling unit
22 sends, to the printer 40, a set command including the
IP address for which NO was determined in S40 of Fig.
5 and the Subnet mask of the PC 20 (S42 of Fig. 5).
Alternately, the controlling unit 22 may cause a display
on the displaying unit 24 to prompt the user to set, in the
printer 40, the IP address for which NO was determined
in S40 of Fig. 5. The user can set the IP address displayed
on the displaying unit 24 and a Subnet mask identical to
the PC 20 in the printer 40. With this configuration, as
with the above embodiment, the incorrect performance
of name resolution can be prevented in a case where the
print command is to be sent from the PC 20 to the printer
40.
[0035] In the network 15, name resolution may be per-
formed utilizing a WINS server if a NetBIOS (Network
Basic Input Output System) name is used as the network
device name.

Claims

1. A computer program for installing software on a
processing device (20), the software being used for
sending a function performing instruction to a func-
tion performing device (40, 50) via a network (15),
the computer program including instructions for or-
dering a computer (22) mounted on the processing
device (20) to:

acquire a first IP address assigned to the func-
tion performing device (40, 50) (S 14);
acquire a unique network device name provided
to the function performing device (40, 50) by us-
ing the first IP address (S22);
attempt to acquire a second IP address by using
the network device name (S30);
determine whether the second IP address iden-
tical to the first IP address has been acquired
(S34); and
install the software in which the network device
name is set as a destination of the function per-
forming instruction (S36) in a case where it is
determined that the second IP address identical
to the first IP address has been acquired (YES
in S34).

2. The computer program as in claim 1, further includ-
ing instructions for ordering the computer (22) to:

prohibit the installation of the software in which
the network device name is set as the destina-
tion of the function performing instruction in a
case where it is determined that the second IP
address identical to the first IP address has not
been acquired (NO in S34).

3. The computer program as in claim 1 or 2, further
including instructions for ordering the computer to:

identify a third IP address not used on the net-
work (S38, S40) in a case where it is determined
that the second IP address identical to the first
IP address has not been acquired (NO in S34);
output a particular instruction for assigning the
function performing device with the third IP ad-
dress (S42); and
install the software in which the third IP address
is set as the destination of the function perform-
ing instruction (S44).

4. The computer program as in claim 3, wherein

the particular instruction is an instruction for as-
signing the function performing device (40, 50)
with the third IP address as a fixed IP address
of the function performing device (40, 50).

9 10 
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5. The computer program as in claim 3 or 4, wherein

the installation of the software in which the third
IP address is set as the destination of the func-
tion performing instruction (S44) is performed
after the third IP address has been assigned to
the function performing device (40, 50).

6. The computer program as in any one of claims 3 to
5, wherein
the identification of the third IP address includes:

identifying an IP address (S38);
determining whether the identified IP address is
being used on the network (S40); and
identifying another IP address (S38) in a case
where it is determined that the identified IP ad-
dress is being used on the network (YES in S40),

wherein in a case where it is determined that the
identified IP address is not being used on the network
(NO in S40), the output process outputs the identified
IP address as the third IP address (S42).

7. A processing device (20) configured to install soft-
ware for sending a function performing instruction to
a function performing device (40, 50) via a network,
the processing device (20) comprising:

a first acquiring unit (22) configured to acquire
a first IP address assigned to the function per-
forming device (40, 50);
a second acquiring unit (22) configured to ac-
quire a unique network device name provided
to the function performing device (40, 50) by us-
ing the first IP address;
an attempting unit (22) configured to attempt to
acquire a second IP address by using the net-
work device name;
a determining unit (22) configured to determine
whether the second IP address which is identical
to the first IP address has been acquired; and
an installing unit (22) configured to install the
software in which the network device name is
set as a destination of the function performing
instruction in a case where it is determined that
the second IP address identical to the first IP
address has been acquired.

8. The processing device (20) as in claim 7, wherein
the installing unit (22) is configured to prohibit the
installation of the software in which the network de-
vice name is set as the destination of the function
performing instruction in a case where it is deter-
mined that the second IP address identical to the
first IP address has not been acquired.

9. The processing device (20) as in claim 7 or 8, further

comprising:

an identifying unit (22) configured to identify a
third IP address not used on the network in a
case where it is determined that the second IP
address identical to the first IP address has not
been acquired, and
an outputting unit (22) configured to output a par-
ticular instruction for assigning the function per-
forming device (40, 50) with the third IP address;
wherein
the installing unit (22) configured to install the
software in which the third IP address is set as
the destination of the function performing in-
struction.

10. The processing device (22) as in claim 9, wherein
the particular instruction is an instruction for assign-
ing the function performing device (40, 50)with the
third IP address as a fixed IP address of the function
performing device.

11. The processing device (20) as in claim 9 or 10,
wherein
the installing unit (22) is configured to install the soft-
ware in which the third IP address is set as the des-
tination of the function performing instruction is per-
formed after the third IP address has been assigned
to the function performing device (40, 50).

12. The processing device (20) as in claim 9 to 11,
wherein
the identifying unit (22) is configured to:

identify an IP address;
determine whether the identified IP address is
being used on the network, and
identify another IP address in a case where it is
determined that the identified IP address is be-
ing used on the network,
in a case where it is determined that the identi-
fied IP address is not being used on the network,
the outputting unit (22) outputs the identified IP
address as the third IP address.
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